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Abstract 
The aim of this thesis is to show the maximum principles and comparison theorems of 
a class of second order of quasilinear elliptic operators, —divA(a;, Du) in an open set 
Q C N >2, where A satisfies some properties. 
Then we use these results together with the moving planes method to get the 
symmetry properties of the following equation: 
-ApW = j{u) in B 
< u > 0 in B 
u = 0 on dB, 
V 
where f is locally Lipschitz continuous and B is the unit ball in R^. 
For f{u) = wP-i - u^, where 0 < p - 1 < and ^ < if AT > 3, g < +oo 
otherwise, we obtain the asymptotic behavior of the energy of the above equation. 
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Introduction and Statement of the 
Results 
In recent years several researches were devoted to the study of properties of solutions 
to elliptic equations involving the p-Laplaciaii operator (see [10], [5], [24], [25], [9], [26], 
6] and the references therein). The difficulties in extending properties of solutions of 
strictly elliptic equations to solutions of p-Laplace equations are mainly due to the de-
generacy of the p-Laplacian operator. In particular, comparison theorems widely used 
for strictly elliptic operators are not available when we consider degenerate operators. 
In this paper, we consider a class of second order of quasilinear elliptic operators with 
a "growth of degree p — V\ 1 < p < oo, which includes the p-Laplacian operator and 
prove for them some comparison results. Then we use these results together with the 
moving planes method to get the symmetry properties. More precisely we consider the 
operator —divA(x, Du) in an open set Q. C N > 2, and we make the following 
assumptions on A: 
A G CO(n X 〜）nCi(n X (1.1) 
= 0 \/x en (1.2) 
N ^ . 
E 工 ， ^ ^ x e n ^ r j e E ^ \ { 0 } (1.3) 
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N ^ . 
E 工,”KiQ > yxen^rje M^\{0},Ce (1.4) 
with 1 < p < oo and for suitable constants 7, F > 0. 
In the case of the p-Laplacian operator A = A{r]) = 
In chapter 2 we prove different forms of weak and strong maximum principles and 
comparison theorems. The proofs are based on simple estimates contained in Lemma 
2.1 below, that explains why maximum principles hold without special hypotheses 
about the degeneracies, while comparison theorems are not in general available if p ^ 2 
in their full generality (see [1], Remark 2-1). 
In what follows Q will be an open set in N > 2 and A a function satisfying 
(1.1) — (1.4) for p G (1, oo). Moreover all inequalities are meant to be satisfied in a 
weak sense. 
Theorem 1.1 (Weak Maximum Principle) Suppose Q is bounded and u e 
⑴)，1 < p < oo, satisfies 
-div A{x, Du) + w{x)vF-^ < 0, in Q, 
where w(x) > A for all x ^ Q, and A G R. Let Q,' C Q be open and suppose u < 0 on 
30!. / / A > 0 then u <0 in 0,'. / / A < 0 then there exists a constant c�0，depending 
on p and on 7，F in (1.3), (1.4) such that if 
- A ——<c, 
then u < 0 in 0!. (where | • | stands for the Lebesgue measure and ujn ^s the measure 
of the unit ball in R^). 
The Strong maximum principle can be obtained via Hopf Lemma (see [26] and [27 
for particular cases) or as a consequence of a Harnack type inequality (see section 2). 
We shall follow the second approach to derive a strong maximum principle. 
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Theorem 1.2 (Strong Maximum Principle) Suppose that Q is connected and u G 
( � n CO(Q) satisfies 
-div A{x, Du) + w{x)vF~'^ > 0, u>0 in 
where w{x) < A for some A G M. 
Then either 三 0 iri or u > 0 in Q. 
Let us put, if u, V are functions in and C fi, 
MA = Ma{U, V) = sup(|Z)w| + \Dv\), TUA = rnA{U, v) = inf(|Dw| + \Dv\). 
A A 
Theorem 1.3 (Weak Comparison Theorem) LetQ be bounded and u, v e 
� satisfy 
-div A{x, Du) + g{x, u) - A Z^—i < -div A{x, Dv) + g{x, v) - Kv^-^ in Q, (1.5) 
where A G R; w, f > 0 in Q and g G C(fl x E) is such that for each x e Q, g{x, s) 
is nondecreasing in s for |s| < max{\\u\\Loo, | | 叫 L e t Q' C Q be open and suppose 
u < V on dO!. 
(a) / / A < 0, then u < v in Q!, Vp > 1. 
(b) If p = 2 there exists > 0, depending on A, 7 and T such that if < S then 
u < V in 0!. 
(c) / / 1 < p < 2，A > 0 and > 0，there exist 6,M>0, depending on p, A, 7, F, 
and MQ, such that the following holds: ifO! = A1UA2 with ！^！！门乂之! = 0, < 6 
and Ma2 < M, then u < v in Q!. 
(d) If p > 2 ， A � 0 and uiq > 0，there exist S,m> 0, depending on p, A, 7，F, and 
rriQ, such that the following holds: if 0/ = AiU A2 with \Ai 门 A2I = 0 ， < 5 
and � � � t h e n u < v in 
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Remark 1.4 The same results hold for 
-divA{x, Du) + u) — Au < -divA[x, Dv) + g{x, v) - Av, 
which have been proved in [1], Theorem 1-2. 
Remark 1.5 If g{x, u) = —u^, where q > p _ 1，and A = —1. Suppose u, v « 1，if 
u < V on dQ，then u <v in The proof is similar to Theorem 1.3. 
Next we deal with a form of the strong comparison theorem. 
Theorem 1.6 (Strong Comparison Theorem) Let u,v G satisfy 
-divA{x, Du) + < -divA{x, Dv) + Av^'^ u<v in (1.6) 
and define Zu,v = {a: G : \Du{x)\ + \Dv{x)\ = 0} if p ^ 2, Zu,v = ^ if p = 2. 
If XQ € Q\Zu,v and u{xo) = V{XQ) then u = v in the connected component of Q\Zu,v 
containing XQ. 
Remark 1.7 The same result holds for 
—divA(x, Du) + Au < -divA{x, Dv) + Av, 
which has been proved in [1], Theorem 1-4. 
In chapter 3, firstly we will prove the Pohozaev identity [25] of the following qua-
silinear boundary value problem: 
f 
—AdU = q(u) in Q , � 
< P 幻 (1.7) 
I 二 0 on dQ, 
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Theorem 1.8 Suppose u is the solution of (1.7) and g is a locally Lipschitz continuous 
function, then we have the following Pohozaev identity: 
r ( N\ r 1 r du P 
严 + ( 1 — 着 推 二 丄 H , ， 
where G is the primitive of g such that G(0) = 0，^ + ^ = 1 and v stands for the unit 
outer normal on dQ. 
After that we apply the previous comparison theorems to the study of symmetry 
and monotonicity properties of solutions to quasilinear elliptic equations. For simplicity 
we consider here the case of the p-Laplacian operator that we denote by Ap, so that 
—ApU stands for -diY{\Du\'P~^Du). Let Qhe a, bounded domain in R^ , N >2, which 
is convex and symmetric in the xi-direction and consider the problem 
( 
-ApU = f{u) in Q, 
< u > 0 in n (1.8) 
u = 0 on d^ 
\ 
where 1 < p <2. 
We are interested in whether the solution of (1.8) is positive or not, then we can 
further get the monotonicity and symmetry results. In the case p = 2, Castro and 
Shivaji in the papers [20] and [21] proved that when N = 1 there exist solutions of 
(1.8) with interior zeros, when N > 1 and fi is a ball then any solution of (1.8) is 
positive in When 1 < p < 2，if / is a locally Lipschitz function in [0, +oo) with 
/(O) < 0, then L.Damascelli, F.Pacella and M.Ramaswamy in [22] showed that any 
solution of (1.8) is positive in Q. Also when p > 2, with additional conditions on /，we 
can also get the similar result. 
In the famous paper [2] Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg, based on [11, 12, 13], used the 
moving planes method to prove that if p = 2 every classical positive solution to (1.8) 
is symmetric with respect to the hyperplane TQ = {x = ( x i , G : 2；! = 0} and 
strictly increasing in Xi for Xi < 0 , provided 0 is smooth and f is locally Lipschitz 
continuous. As a corollary if is a ball then u is radial and radially decreasing. After 
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that Berestycki and Nirenberg in [8] improved the method by using a form of the 
maximum principle in domains with small measure, and also in [14, 15, 16] by using 
the monotonicity properties of the nonlinearity. 
When p ^ 2, the solutions of (1.8) can only be considered in weak sense since, 
generally, they belong to the space (see [5],[6]). In [9] it is proved, using 
symmetrization methods, that if Q is a ball, p = N and f is continuous with f{s) > 0 
if s � 0， t h e n u is radial and radially decreasing. In [10], under the crucial hypothesis 
that the gradient of the solution vanishes only at the center of the ball, then we can 
obtain the symmetry result. 
Here, using the method of moving planes as in [2], the regularity properties [5, 
17’ 18，19], the above comparison results and maximum principles, we can obtain the 
symmetry of the positive solutions when 1 < p < 2. 
We will focus on ^^  = B(0,1), 
f 
- A p u = f{u) in B 
< u > 0 in B (1.9) 
u = 0 on dB 
\ 
where B = 5(0，1) and 1 < p < 2. To state more precisely the symmetry results we 
need some notations. 
For —1 < A < 1 we define 
Ta = {rr e R " : :ri = A}, Bx = {xeB:xi< A}, B^ = {x ^ B : x^ > A}. 
If X = {xi,x') let xx = (2A - xi,x') be the point corresponding to x in the reflection 
through Tx and if w is a real function in B let us put = u(xx) where x,xx G B. 
Finally if w G C^{B) we put Z = {x e B : Du{x) = 0} and 
Zx = {xeBx� Du{x) = Dux[x) = 0} for - 1 < A < 0, 
Z^ = Du[x) - Du^[x) = 0 } for 0 < A < 1. 
We have the following theorem [1]: 
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Theorem 1.9 Let I < p < 2 and u G C � B ) a weak solution of (1.9) with f locally 
Lipschitz continuous. Suppose that the following condition holds: 
if X < 0 then B\Zx is connected, with the analogous condition satisfied by B\Z^ for 
A > 0. 
Then u is positive, radial and radially decreasing. Further if Z is discrete, then u is 
radially strictly decreasing. 
But the symmetry result relies on the assumption that the set of the critical points 
of u does not disconnect the caps which are constructed by the moving plane method. 
After that L.Damascelli and F.Pacella improved it in [28]: 
Theorem 1.10 Let 1 < p < 2 and u G a weak solution of (1.9) with f locally 
Lipschitz continuous. Then u is radially symmetric and du/dr < 0 for 0 < r < 1 in 
B\Z. 
In chapter 4, we will deal with the study of solutions to a nonlinear singularly 
perturbed elliptic problems of the form 
e^'ApU - uP-'^ = 0 in n, (1.10) 
where 0 < p - 1 < g, and q < 外 二 i i N > q < +oo otherwise. Here e > 0 is a 
small parameter and we are interested in positive solutions to this equation satisfying 
zero Dirichlet boundary condition on dQ. 
We observe that if u^ solves equation (1.10) in Q and x^ is a point in H where u^ 
maximizes, then the function = maximizes at the origin and satisfies 
= ^ (1.11) 
in the expanding domain — x^}, which as £ 0 becomes the entire space M^. 
Now equation (1.11) possesses a least energy solution w (ground state) in entire 
maximizing at zero and vanishing exponentially at infinity. The energy functional 
defined as 
Ip(v) = - [ + [ 一 ， I； G (1 .12) 
P Jrn 9 + 1 Jrn 
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has a least positive critical value c* characterized as 
c* = inf sup Ip{tv). (1.13) 
t>0 
An associated critical point w actually solves equation (1.11) and is called a least energy 
solution. It also decays exponentially at infinity. 
If it happened that the scaled solution Ve converged to one of these w^s as £： 0 in, 
say, the H^^'^-sense, then the actual look u^ would be that of a very sharp like, centered 
at the point while approximating zero at an exponential rate in l/e away from it. 
Now we consider the positive solutions of equation (1.10) with zero Dirichlet bound-
ary condition 
fPApW - wP-i + u^ = 0 in 
< u > 0 in Q (1.14) 
u = 0 on dQ. 
The least-energy solutions to the problem are characterized by the means of the 
mountain pass value of the associated energy functional. In more precise terms, asso-
ciated to (1.14) we have the "energy" functional 
Ie(u) = - [ ———[？/计 1, (1.15) 
P JN + 1 九 
whose nontrivial critical points in the space Wo '^^ (l^ ) represent solutions of (1.14). 
Clearly the conditions on p and q guarantee the validity of the P.S. condition for this 
functional, so that the mountain pass theorem applies providing a positive critical value 
characterized as 
Ce = inf sup / “ 7 ⑴） (1.16) 
where 7 G T if and only if 7 G C([0,1],恢。!’"(�)and 7(0) = 0，/“7(1)) < 0. It can be 
observed that this number can be further characterized as 
Ce = inf sup Ie{tu), (1.17) 
t>0 
which can be shown to be the least among all nonzero critical values of 
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Let w be the solution of the limiting problem 
ApW — w^-^ +w^ = 0 in R^ 
< w > 0, iu(0) = maxw, (1.18) 
lim w(x) = 0. 
|x|->CX) 
First we obtain the asymptotic behavior of the energy q when Q = B, 
Theorem 1.11 
Ce = e ^ l c , + exp [ - ? [ ( ^ - r ) ^ + o ( l ) ] l I L e — J � J 
where o(l) 0 as £： 0. 
As a consequence we obtain the following upper bound of c^  for general 
Corollary 1.12 
Q < + e x p [ - p i ^ ) ‘ + 0(1)]] 
L e ^ p — I J�J 
where do = ma.xdist{x, dO,) and o(l) 0 as e ^ 0. 
The behavior of a least-energy solution to the problems has been well understood. 
The solutions are characterized by means of mountain pass value of the associated 
energy functional. Ni and Wei show that a least-energy solution of (0.1) necessarily 
concentrates around a "most centered point" of the domain, namely around a point of 
maximum distance to the boundary. 
Chapter 2 
Maximum Principles and 
Comparison Theorems 
In this chapter we prove the maximum principles and comparison theorems stated in 
chapter 1. We begin with two simple lemmas, which have been proved by Damascelli 
(see [1], Lemma 2-1 and 2-2). 
Lemma 2.1 There exist constants Ci, C2, depending onp and on constants 7, F in (1.3) 
and (1.4)，such that V77,7]' € E ^ with \r]\ + \r]'\ > 0, Vx G Q; 
|d(:r，rj) - A{x, r/)| < Ci(H + WlY'^lv — "'1 (2.1) 
[A{x,v) 一 A{x,rj')] . [rj - rj'] > C2(M + W\y-'\r) — 7 ? f , (2.2) 
where the dot stands for the scalar product in . In particular, since (1.2) holds, we 
have for any x ^ e 
I • ， � ( 2 . 3 ) 
A{x,r])-r]>C2\v?- (2.4) 
Moreover for each x €�2，rf € we have: 
\A{x,ii)-A{x,7j')\<c,\r]-r]'r' if 1<P<2 (2.5) 
[ A { x , r j ) - A { x , r ] ' ) ] ' [ r j - r j ' ] > C 2 \ v - v r if P > 2. (2.6) 
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Lemma 2.2 (Poincare's Inequality) Let Q be a bounded open set and suppose Q 二 
AU B, with A, B measurable subsets o f f l . If u e W^o'^(ri), 1 < p < oo, then 
M I l p � < w i ^ r + N赤P I ^ I I ^ ^ w I I l p � + (2.7) 
where * + 合 =1 . 
liu.ve n we say that (in a weak sense) 
- d i v ^ ( x , Du) + KvF-^ < -divyl(a;, Dv) + Kv^'^ in n (2.8) 
Du) + ku" < 0 in Q, (2.9) 
if for each nonnegative (/? G we have 
/ [A[x, Du) • Dip + AuP-'^ip]dx < [ [A{x, Dv). Dip + (2.10) 
Jn Jn 
[[A{x, Du) . Dip + kvP-^ip\dx < 0. (2.11) 
Jn 
If ^ is bounded and u,v e V ^ i ' p � n � since (2.3) holds, by a density argument 
(2.10) and (2.11) hold for any nonnegative (p € 对 口 � . 
Similarly by u $ v on dfi (in the weak sense) we mean (u _ v)+ e Wq'^(Q). Of 
course if u and v are continuous in Cl and satisfy u < v pointwisely on dQ, then they 
satisfy the inequality also weakly. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1: By hypothesis u+ e and can be used as a test 
function in (2.11) yielding 
/ A(x,Du) 'Dudx-h / Au^dx < / A(x,Du) ‘ Dudx + / w{x)vFdx < 0, 
J[u>0] i[u>0] J[u>0] J[u>0] 
where [w > 0] = {x G ： u{x) > 0}. 
Since (2.4) holds we get 
C2 I \Du^\Pdx � C2 [ \Du\Pdx < - A / \u\Pdx : [ lu^'l^dx, 
Jn' J{u>o] Jn' 
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where C2 is the constant in (2.4). 
If A > 0 then 
C2 / \Du^Ydx < 0, 
so that = 0 in 0,'. 
If A < 0 then by Lemma 2.2 with B = (f) we get 
r / Q' \ N r 
C2 \Du^\i'dx<-K[—— / \Du^fdx. 
Jn' \ Wat / Jn' 
So if 
J 
0 二 i j 仇 + 丨P办= 
therefore = 0 in iT. 
• 
The following proposition is a particular case of a more general result proved by 
Trudinger(see, [3], Theorem 1.2]). We can follow his proof, based on Moser's itera-
tive technique, closely. 
Propos i t ion 2.3 (Harnack Type Inequality) Suppose that u G n Lf^^i^) 
satisfies 
-div A{x, Du) + > 0, w > 0 in 
where w{x) < A for all x e Cl, A e M. Let xq e Q, 6 > 0 with B{xo, C fi，and 
s > 0 with s < “二二pi) i f p < N, and s < 00 if p > N. Then there exists a constant 
c > 0 depending on N^p, s, A, 7, F such that 
\u\\l^(b(xo,2S)) < cS^ inf u. 
Bixo,S) 
Theorem 1.2 follows immediately from the Harnack comparsion inequality (Propo-
sition 2.3) whose proof is deferred to the Appendix. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.2: Suppose there is a point xq G such that U{XO) = 0, and let 
U = {x E CL : u{x) = 0}. Clearly U is nonempty since Xq G U. Since u is continuous, 
U is closed relatively to Q.. Also there is > 0 such that B{xo, 5J) C Q, then 
inf u(x) = 0. 
B(xo,S) 
By Proposition 2.3 we get 
Mh{Bixo,25)) = / U'dx < 0, 
Jb{xo,2S) 
for some s > 0. Since u is contini^ous and nonnegative, w 三 0 in B(xo, 2S). Therefore 
U is open, but Q is connected so U = Q. 
• 
Proof of Theorem 1.3: Using (u — ?;)+ G Wo'^(Q') as a test function in (1.5) we get 
/ [A{x, Du) - A{x, Dv)] • {Du - Dv)dx + / [g{x, u) - g{x, - v)dx 
J[u>v] j[u>v] 
- A / {uP-'- - v)dx < 0, 
where [w > i；] = {x G : u{x) > ？;(x)}. Since g{x,u) > g{x,v) ifu>v we get 
[ [ A { x , Du) - A{x, Dv)] • {Du - Dv)dx�A - ？;”—”(以-v)dx. (2.12) 
J[u>v] j[u>v] 
It is easy to see that - - > 0 in [w > t；], Vp > 1. 
(a) if A < 0, 1 < 2, by (2.2) we get 
csM^"^ [ \D{u-vy\'^dx<0 {u - vy = 0 in 0!, 
if A < 0, > 2, by (2.6) we get 
C2 / \ D { u - v y \ P d x < 0, 
Therefore {u - v)^ = 0 in Q'. 
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(b) lip = 2, by Lemma 2.2 with B = 
C2 [ A ^ l ^ y [ \D(u-vy\^dx, 
Jn' WW Jn' 
so if C2 > A(j^)务 then we get \\{u - ?0+llvK�i,2(fy) = 0’ 
Therefore if < 6 where 6 = S{A, F, N) we get {u -? ; )+ = 0 in 0!. 
(c) if 1 < p < 2 and A > 0，by (2.2)，(2.12) becomes 
csM^r' [ \D{u-vy\'^dx<A [ C{u - vfdx, 
Jfi' Jn' 
where C = C{p). Now = AiU A2 with \Ai n ylsl = 0, by (2.7) with p = 2, 
csM^-^ [ \D{u - v)\^dx + csM^；^ [ \D{u - v)\'^dx < 
JA2n[u>v] 
if 1^11 and Ma2 are small, for i = 1, 2, [•衫]\D{u-v)\'^ = 0 so that {u-vy = 0 
in Q'. 
(d) lip > 2 and A > 0, by (2.2), (2.12) becomes 
[ \D{u-vy\'^dx<A f C{u - vfdx, 
where C = C[p). Now = /li U A2 with \Ai n 成 | = 0, by (2.7) with p = 2, 
[ \D{u — v)\^dx + C2m%2 f p(权—…|2血 < 
J Ain[u>v] J A2r[[u>v] 
善 去 I [ \D{u - v)\'^dx], 
L ./^in[u>t；] J A2n[u>v] 」 
if |y4i| is small and m如 is large, for i = 1,2, /义 .门 \ D ( u - ？;)p = 0 so that 
{u —…+ = 0 in Q!. 
• 
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Before proving Theorem 1.6, we need to prove the following Harnack type compar-
ison inequality. 
Propos i t ion 2.4 (Harnack Type Comparison Inequality) Suppose w, v satisfy 
(1.6)，where A e R and u,v e if p ^ 2; u，v e W ^ / i ( � 门 � if p = 2. 
Suppose B[xo,b5) C fi and, i f p 2, infs(a;o’55)(|D^i| + |D^ |^) > 0. Then for any positive 
s < if一 1) we have 
N—p 
\u - v\\LsiB{xo,26)) < inf (u - v), (2.13) 
B(a;o’�5) 
where c is a constant depending on N, p, s, A, 7’ T, and if p ^ 2 also on m and M, 
where 
m = inf {\Du\ + \Dv\), and M = sup {\Du\ + \Dv\). 
The proof of Proposition 2.4 is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.3, as shown in the 
appendix. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6: We can suppose that Q\Zu’v is connected and, as in the 
proof of Theorem 1.2, we have to prove that 1/ = {x 6 : u(x) = v(x)} is open. 
If a: G we have \Du\ + \Dv\ > 0 and by continuity there exits > 0 and m > 0 such 
that B{x, 5(5). Since 0 = v(x) - u{x) = infs(a;’(j)(?; - u), by Proposition 2.4 we have 
2 5 ) ( 以 — = 0, so that w = in B(x, 2S) and U is open. 
• 
Chapter 3 
Pohozaev Identity and Symmetry 
for p-Laplacian when 1 < p < 2 
Proof of Theorem 1.8: Let be a sequence of functions converging to 
g{u) as e -> 0, and we consider the following problem: 
J + = g, in Q 
< (3.1) 
We = 0 on dCl 
Let Ue be the classical solution in C^(ri) of (3.1)，and P = (£+jDiiel2).:z;)Z)w£， 
then 
d ivP = {Due • x)div[{e + Due] + (£ + \Due\'^)^[Due. D{Due • x)], 
but we know that 
Due • D{Du, ‘ x) = \Due\'^-{-l{x'D{\Du,\^)), 
therefore we have 
r 1 1 
divP = -{Due • x)g, + (e + \DUe\^ -{x • D(\DUs\'^)) . (3.2) 
• � • 
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[{e + \Due\^)^\Due\^dx = l\e + . Du,dx 
Jn Jn 
= - / div({£ + Dus)uedx 
Jn ^ ) 
= / Uegedoc, (3.3) 
JQ 
and 
i J = ^ J x - D{e\Du,\Y'dx 
=--f 
P Jn 
+ - [ {x-iy){e + \Due\'^)2dS. (3.4) 
P Jen 
Therefore, together with (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4)，we have 
J divPdx = I � - [Due. x)ge + + 卜 + ^(x . D{\Du,\^))'\ jc/x 
=—/ {DUe ‘ x)gedx + / {e+\DUe\'^)^\DUe\^dx 
Jn Jn 
[ {e - D{\Du,\'')dx 
2 Jn 
=-[{Due ‘ x)gedx + [ UeQedx - — /(e + \Du£f)^dx 
Jn Jn P Jn 
+ - [ {x'iy){e-h\Due\'^)2dS. (3.5) 
P J dn 
By Divergence theorem, we get 
f divPcte = [ P.vdS 
Jn Jdn 
= I {e + iDuei^)^{Due • x)(Due • iy)dS. (3.6) 
Jdn 
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But We = 0 and Due = u i^y on dQ, combining (3.5) and (3.6), we get 
- / {DUe . x)gsdx + [ U^Qedx - — / * ( £ + 
Jn Jn P Jn 
= [ { e + • x){Due • y)dS - - f {x - + \Due\^)US 
Jdn P Jan 
Jan P Jdn 
Jdn L \ p� 
Letting e — 0， 
—I {Du • x)g{u)dx + I ug{u)dx - — [ \Du\Pdx = [ (x - iy)\uJ^ (1 -
Jn Jn P Jn Jdn \ p j 
- f { D u ' x)g{u)dx + ( 1 - - ) [ ug{u)dx = f 1 - [ {x - ly) ^ 
Jn \ P J Jn V PJ Jdn 加 
as 
[\Du\Pdx = f ug[u)dx. (3.8) 
Jn Jn 
Clearly {Du . x)g{u) = D{G{u)). x, then the result follows by (3.7) and (3.8) immedi-
ately. 
• 
Proof of Theorem 1.9: Suppose w is a solution of (1.9). When /(O) > 0, then 
the usual strong maximum principle for the Laplace operator gives immediately the 
positivity of the solutions of (1.9). If /(O) = 0, since f is locally Lipschitz continuous 
in [0, +oo), from (1.9) we have 
-Ap^ - ( / � - / ( O ) ) = 0, 
and hence u satisfies a differential inequality of the type 
-ApU + c{x)u > 0, ce L°°{B). 
Then, by the strong maximum principle, u is positive in B. If /(O) < 0, then by the 
Theorem 2.1 in [22], u > 0 in B. Hence, if 1 < p < 2 and f is locally Lipschitz 
continuous, u is positive in B. 
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If —1 < A < 0 the functions u and ux satisfy the equation 
-Apz = f{z) in Bx, 
with f is locally Lipschitz continuous. There exist 6,M > 0 such that i f - 1 < A < 0, B' 
is an open subset of Bx with B' = A1UA2, \Ai\ < 6, Ma^ = sup^^d^^l + I^^aI ) < M 
and u < Ux on dB\ then u < ux in B'. 
If A + 1 is small, then there exists a 5 such that |5a| < 5. Moreover if x G dBx 门 B 
then 0 = u(x) < ux(x); if x e dBx A T\ then x = xx and u{x) = ux(x). So w < ua on 
dBx, and by Theorem 1.3 (with A2 = (f)) we get u<uxm B入 for A closes to - 1 . 
Define Aq as the supremum of those A 6 ( - 1 , 0 ) such that for each " e ( - 1 , A), we 
have u < U^ in B^. If we show that Aq = 0, then by continuity u < UQ in BQ with 
u{xi,x') nondecreasing for Xi < 0, similarly the same procedure in we get u 三 mo. 
We shall prove this by contradiction. 
Suppose Ao < 0. Then by continuity u < uxq in B入0. Since u < ux^ in Bx^ by 
Theorem 1.6 we have u < UXQ in each connected component of BXQ \ ZXQ unless u and 
uxo coincide. Suppose u 三 /^入。in BXQ \ Zxo then by continuity u 三权入。on dZxo- If 
Zxo is discrete, then Zxq = dZx^, so u 三 w；^。in B^Q. Otherwise since D(u - uxj = 0 
in Zao, it follows that u - UXQ is constant in (Z入J�. But this constant must be zero 
because B x � A d Z x � / 0. So w 三 w a � i n Bxq and this show that if w ^  uxq in B x � t h e n 
u � uxo in Bxo \ Zxq. Since u � waq in Bxq \ Zxq which is connected, we have u < UXQ 
in Bxo \ ^Ao-
Let C = {x e Bxo ： u{x) = U{XXQ)} C ZXQ. Since Du = Dux^ = 0 in C there 
exists an open set A with C C A C BXQ such that Ma,Ao = sup^(|Dw| + \DUXQ\) < 譬. 
Let K C Bxo be compact with \Bxo \ K\ < In the compact K \ A C BXQ \ C, 
uxo — u is positive and UXQ — u = m where m > 0. There exists e > 0 such that, 
by continuity Aq + e < 0 and for Aq < A < Aq + e we have \ K\ < S, MA,\ = 
+ \Dux\) < M and ux-u> 0 in K\A in particular on d(K\A). Moreover 
u < Ux on d{Bx \ (K \ A)) (if .tq is a point on d{Bx \ ( K \ A)) then either XQ € 
where w = wa or xq € dB where 0 = u < ux ov else .Tq G d{K \ A) where u < ux)-
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Since Bx \ (K \ A) is the disjoint union oi Ai = Bx\K and • = iiT n A, by Theorem 
1.3 we get u < ux'm Bx\{K\ A) so that w < wa in Ba for Aq < A < Aq + € < 0, which 
contradicts the definition of Aq. Therefore Aq = 0 and u is symmetric and decreasing 
in the a;i—direction. Repeat the proof for any direction we get u is radial and radially 
decreasing. 
If Z is discrete so is Zx for each A < 0. Prom the above we deduce that for each 
A G ( - 1 , 0 ) we have u < ux in Bx\ If [y^x') G B with xi < yi < 0, 
A = and (xi,x') 0 then ？x(a;i,a;') < u[yi,x'). If Du[xi,x') = Du[yi,x') = 0, 
there exist Zi G (a:i，yi) with Du{zi,x') + 0 since Z is discrete. By the previous 
argument we get u(xi,x') < u{zi,x') < u{yi,x'), so u{xi,x') is strictly increasing for 
x\ < 0. Repeat the proof for any direction we get u is radially strictly decreasing. 
• 
Proof of Theorem 1.10: It was also proved by the moving plane method, but with 
hyperplane 
Tj； = {x G : 0： • z/ = A}, 
where LY E R^ and = 1. Therefore i f x G R^ then xa = X + 2 ( X - X i s the point 
corresponding to x in the reflection through T^. We need to define other notation 
Ao(f^) = sup{A G ( -1 ,0 ] : u{x) < in for any fi € ( -1 , A]}. 
The proof is technically quite complicated, the idea is to show that, for any direction 
V G if Ao(i^ ) < 0 then there exists a small set F of critical points of u in the cap 
on which u is constant and whose projection on the hyperplane ^"(�(“) contains an 
open subset of Tj^ o(y), which reach a contradiction. Then Ao(") = 0 and u is symmetric 




Singularly Perturbed p-Laplacian 
Equation 
In this chapter we study the behavior of least energy solutions of the nonlinear quasi-
linear elliptic equation (1.10) and prove Theorem 1.11. 
The least critical value c^  associated to in l^o'^(ri) can be characterized as 
Ce = inf I,{u) (4.1) 
where Me = {u e W^'^in) : u > 0,u ^ + vP) = ^ u ^ + i } . We observe 
that given u G Wo'^(Q), w > 0 and u ^ 0, there exists exactly one t > 0 such 
that tu e Me. In fact given u G w > 0 and w ^ 0, consider E,{t)= 
几 [巧 • ( 亡… + (^ w)P] — 广 1. Then E,{t) - o o as t oo, since q>p-l，and 
Eeif) > 0 when t near 0. Therefore there exist at least one t such that tu e Me. 
Suppose tu also in Me, i.e. 
Jn Jn 
[[eP\Vu\P-\-uP] - [ ^ 0, 
Jn Jn 
Similarly, we have 




Hence i = t. 
Also at this t one has leitu) = maxI^iTu). 
Our proof is based on energy comparisons with the corresponding problem in a ball 
Bp = {x eR^ : \x\ < /?}, where p > 0. Thus we consider the following equation 
ApW - wP-i + u^ = 0 in Bp 
< u > 0 in Bp (4.2) 
u = 0 on dBp. 
and its associated functional 
Jp{u) = - f + u^) - [ 一. （4.3) 
P J Bp 9 + 1 J Bp 
This functional has a least positive critical value, denoted by c", which can be charac-
terized similarly to (4.1). Using Schwarz's symmetrization, we find at least one radially 
symmetric least energy solution of (4.2). 
L e m m a 4.1 If w and Wp are the solutions of equations (1.18) and (4.2) respectively, 
then for any large R <r, the following estimates hold 
w{r) = w{R) expj - ' + o(l) 
where o(l) — 0 as r —)> oo. 
Proof of L e m m a 4.1: Since w 二 wij�is the solution of equation (1.18), then we 
have 
\ / r 
‘d_2 ‘ 
UU y 
Let g9(r) = ；~. Yi Li and C. Zhao in 29 proved that 
, 1 、宁 
lim (p{r) = I ) P . 
r->oo \p — 1 / 
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Therefore we have 
w'ir) 丄 / 1 
lim — = lim (_(/?) p-i =— ， 
r->oo w(r) r^oo — 1/ 
if r is large enough, 
=銷=-(封+。⑴’ 
where o(l) —>• 0 as r ^ oo. Then integrate both sides we get 
log(織）=[-'(+)、。•-均 
w(r) = 一)exp<j^[— 广 + o ( l ) ] ( r - i q } . 
Given e > 0, we consider the solution of the equation 
( l u ' r V ) ' - (1 - e y - ' = 0 in (R,p) (4.4) 
with boundary conditions u(R) = Wp{R) and u{p) > 0. Then the solution of (4.4) is 
, 1 _ £ � 1 1 
w(r) = wv(/?)exp — "{r-R). 
If R is large enough, we obtain that w is a supersoliition of (4.2) in [R, p). Therefore 
Wp{r) < u(r) in [i?, p), therefore 
^p(r) < t/;p(i?)exp [ - ( i ^ ) ‘ (r - J?)]. (4.5) 
L \ p 丄 / J 
For the lower estimate, given £ � 0，w e consider the solution of the equation 
( | i z ' r V ) ' - ( l + e ) u P - ^ > 0 in {R,p) (4.6) 
with the boundary conditions u{R) = Wp{R) and u{p) = 0. Then 
u(r) = n where a = 
� ) 尺 — \ p - l J 
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is the solution of (4.6). We observe that if R is large enough, u is a subsolution of (4.2) 
in [R, p). Then we have 
w > � “ f - S - : 二 r ) > -“均exp{ [ - ( ^ ) ‘ + 0(1)] {r-R)] (4.7) 
Together with (4.5) and (4.7) the estimate immediately follows. 
• 
Lemma 4.2 Let u and v be the solutions of the following equations 
+ - u^-^ = 0 in {p — 1，oo) (4.8) 
(l^'rV)' + - e{p)vP-' = 0 in [p- l’p) (4.9) 
r 
with the boundary conditions u{p — 1) = — 1) 二 1 and u{oo) = 0，v{p) = 0，where 
e{p) 1 as p — oo uniformly. Then for some A � > 0； we have 
\u{p — l ) r V ( / ? — 1) - \v'{p — l ) r V ( / 9 - 1) > Ao 
for large p. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2: Given e � 0 , we consider the following equation 
+ = 0 in ( p - l , o o ) (4.10) 
with the boundary conditions u(p - 1) = 1 and u{oo) 二 0. We know that 
u{r) = exp - f 1 + P(r - /9+ 1) L — 1 / � 
is the solution of (4.10). Also if p is large w is a subsolution of (4.8). Then we have 
'/ 1 � � 1. 咖 - u ( p - 1) 
u i p - l ) > lim , , 
= - [ ^ i J . 
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Next consider 
in (p-l,p) (4.11) 
with the boundary conditions v{p - 1) = 1 and v(p) = 0. Then 
ea(p-r) _ g-a(p-r) / (l - £)e(y9) N ^ 
vir) = where a = 
- V p - I 
is the solution of (4.11). Also if p is large v is a supersolution of (4.9). Similarly we 
have 
V 1� / r ?5(r) - v{p- 1) ^(p-1) < hm / 
r-^p-l r — [p — I) 
_ ae" + 
— e" - • 
Hence 
\u[p - i ) rV(p 一 1) — \v\p 一 i)|p-V(p -1) 
([l-e)e{p) e" + e-。、卞广 1 + q 宁 
> i — J — ( 7 > Ao > 0 
V p — 1 ga _ g-ay — 1/ 
if e is small. 
• 
L e m m a 4.3 
cp = c, + exp| - p ' + o(l) p} 
where c* is given by (1.13), and o(l) —> 0 as p oo. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3: First we find an upper estimate for Cp with the required form. 
Let Vp{r) be the solution of the equation 
ApU - uP-^ = 0 (4.12) 
in B p \ B p ^ i , with boundary conditions V p { p - l ) = w{p-l), and Vp(p) = 0. We define 
Wp{r) = w{r) if 0 < r < p - 1, and Wp{r) = Vp{r) if p - I < r < p. Then we have 
Cp = Jp{wp) = i m x Jp{tWp) < m^x Jp{tWp) = Jp(tpWp). 
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Since Wp converges in the VF '^^  sense to w, it is easy to see that tp 1 as p —oo. 
Next we see that 
Mtp^p) < If ivMp)r+J [ {t,w,Y [ 
P J Bp P J Bp g 十丄 J Bp 
f L I • � + ？ L � - S L < 1 + ？ + 《 ) 
< + 空 0 ； 广 r - i 
P P r = p - l 
Therefore the upper estimate follows directly from the above inequality. 
As for the lower estimate, let Vp be the solution of equation (4.12) in with 
boundary conditions Vp{p—l) = Wp[p-\) and L'p(oo) = 0. Let us define Wpir) = Wp{r) 
i f O < r < / ? - l and Wp{r) 二 "Dp(r) if p - 1 < r < CXD. Then we have, for a lH > 0 that 
Jp[Wp) - Ip[tWp) > Jp[tWp) - Ip{tWp) 
='if ( 丨 • ’ r + 切 f 仏 料 仍 p 
P J Bp g 十丄 J Bp P JR^ 
S [ f 
g + 1 “ 
- ' I F ( I•扮 / + 切 - ^ / ( I•切 / + 
P J Bp 9 十丄 J Bp V J Bp-i 
P P p P Q + 1 P 
> ( I • ’ r + < ' ] " K / (iv^ .r+ 
^P J Bp q � i JBP � Lp 
( I W / +巧） 
g 十丄 JBp-i � P JRN\Bp-i 
= [ [ d v ^ v r + — ； r ” . � F + 
P J Bp L g 十丄 J P JBp-i L 
- 士 ( 力切广 1 . ？“幻 - - [ (I W / + V � ) 
=？{/,卜+ (1 -点小幻-“•”—+ 
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taking e(p, t) = max{l - •^{tWpY+^-P : p - 1 < r < p}, we get 
Jp{wp)>Ip{tw,) + ^ f ( I • � P + e O M —力— ( （I•叫P + 巧)}. (4.13) 
P K J Bp ) 
Since ly^ ^ if； in the W^'^ sense, we see that tp 1 as p — o o . We consider the 
comparison function Zp given as the solution of the equation 
Apw — e(p, = 0 in B p \ 
with the boundary conditions Zp{p - 1) = Wp{p - 1) and Zp{p) — 0. Then it follows 
from (4.13) that 
P JDB,-I ^ DV DV J 
= c * - � N r N - � � r Y - i (\z/-% - • 
P V / r=/)—1 
But one has 
- > Mp - l)Ao > exp{ - * + 0{l)]p] 
as it follows directly from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 and the lower estimate follows immedi-
ately. 
• 
Proof of Theorem 1.11: Now we consider when fl — B, then after scaling (1.14) 
becomes (4.2) with p = 1/e, also we have 
Ie{u) 二 〜 … ， 
by Lemma 4.3 we have 
c, = eNcp = + ' + o ( l ) ] } | . 
• 
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Proof of Corollary 1.12: We consider a ball of maximal radius contained in Q, 
then since the least energy values for 4 in Q and that in the ball are ordered, namely 
Ce < e^Cp with p = do/e, where do = maxdist(x, dQ), we obtain from Lemma 4.3， 
xEfl 




In this Appendix we prove Proposition 2.3, we shall use the following theorem, which 
is a consequence of the John-Nirenberg Lemma, [4 . 
Theorem 5.1 Let u G W^'^(B), where B is a ball in W^, and suppose that there exists 
a constant C such that 
I 
( [ \ D u \ P d x ) P < C ' R ^ , MBR C B. 
JBR 
Then there exist constant r � = ro(C",p, TV) > 0 and C 二 C(iV) such that 
{[ [ e-'^'^dx) < C\B\\ 
J B J B 
Proof of Proposition 2.3: It may be assumed without loss of generality that u{x) > 
e > 0. For otherwise, we may replace u by u-\-e and let £ 0 in the final results, and 
for simplicity we denote B = B{xo, 55). 
Use rf{x)ii^{x) as a test function, where ^ 0, r]{x) 6 Cl(B) is to be further specified. 
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if < 0, 
J B Jb JB ~ 
(5.1) 
by Lemma 2.1, 
— I r]Pu^-^C2\Du\Pdx-{-p I r]P-'^u^ci\Du\P-'^\Dr]\dx+ I w{x)rfuP+^-'^ds > 0, 
J B JB JB — 
where ci,c2 are the constants in (2.1) and (2.2)，depending on p,7, r. Since w{x) < A 
we have 
C2I"丨 I rjPu^-^lDul^dx < cip [ rf-'^u'^\Du\P-'^\Dr]\dx [ 
JB JB JB 
C2|"| [ < cip [ r]P-V\Du\P-'\Dr]\dx -h A [ r}V+��^dj� 
Jb Jb Jb 
"I [ rfu3-i\Du\P(h S E � f r]P-'^u^\Du\P-'^\Dr]\dx -h [ 卢-irfo:), 
Jb Jb Jb 
where E, = m a x ( l 念）= 
By Young's Inequality 
“P P 
we choose 
e = (—) p， a = u\Dr}\, b = r]\Du\, 
么1 
then we get 
JB P五1 JB P JB 
+ [ 圳 
Jb 
P JB P丑1 P JB JB 
[ rfu^-'\Du\Pdx < E^M'-P [ 一-i(|L>"|P + rf)d:r’ 
J B J B 
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since > Eip if Ei is chosen to be large enough. 
[rjPu^-'lDulPdx < E^il + 4 " 尸 [ w 时 卢 + rf)d:jc. (5.2) 
J B P JB 
Let us put, if > 0, and —oo < t < +oo, i 0, 
= ( [ u'dxY^, 
JB{xo,h) 
SO t h a t 
sup u = <J>(+oo, h) and inf u — ^{—00, h). 
B{xo,h) B(xo,fi) 
Put in (5.2) = 1 - p < 0. For y e B{xo,25), r < 6isi{y,dB{xQ,25)), we choose 
7] E Cq{B) with ri{x) = 1 in supp rj C B{y, 2r) and w{x) = log u(a;), 
I \Dw\Pdx = I u-P\Du\Pdx 
< + [ dx 
i f \Dw\Pdx)p < £；2(1 + 4")厂宁， 
JB{y,r) P 
if r is small enough, where E2 = £^ 2(r，7, A,p, AQ. 
Therefore by Theorem 5.1, there exist constant ro > 0 and C depending on N such 
that 




2 的 < 26), ( 5 . 3 ) 
where C = C(N) and r � = r � ( r ’ 7，A，p’ iV). 
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Now consider (5.2) when 卢 / 1 _ p, < 0. 
By Sobolev Inequality 
I — < C\\D{r]w)\\p.h^ (5.4) 
I j^p, iip<N; I C{p,N), if p<N; 
where X = \ ， C = \ 
[ o o , iip>N. h^ N), iip> N, 
and 
= ( / W^dx)p. 
JB{xo,r) 
H p = N, then we take x to be any arbitrary number. 
For S < h2 < hi < 5S, we take rj G C]{B) with r){x) = 1 in B{xo, /i2), r]{x) < 1 in 
B{xo, hi), supp 7] C B{xq, hi) and \Dri\ < then by (5.4) we obtain 
MIxpM = WwWxp-M < \\vw\\xp-M < C\\D{r]w)\\^p,h,- (5.5) 
If w{x) = u{xY where pq = p ^ — from (5.2) we get 
[ rf\Dw\Pdx = I rj^qPuP^'^-^^lDul^dx 
Jb{xqM) 
([ Tf\Dw\Pdx)p = [ 
JB{xoM) JB{XOM) 
< 丑 1(1 + [ [rf + 
=\q\Ei{l + [ (rf + |i>7pV恤]* 
y JBixoM) 
< \Q\m + [ (1 + 、 > 他 ] * 
P JB{XOM) ( " 1 — 
P m- JB{xo,hi) 
where E3 =丑3(1\7，A,p). 
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It follows that 
< ll”DHIp;/ii + \\wDr]\\p.hx 
^ 丑3M(1 + + J ^ M U 
< + + (5.6) 
L p \ h\ — n2 
where E/^  =丑4(r’7’ A,p). 
Set r = pg = p + - 1， 
( [ w^Pdx)^ = ( [ u綱 
JB{xoM) JB{XOM) 
JB{XOM) 
= ^ ( x ^ h2y 
( 1 = ( F w � X ) * 
JB{XOM) J B(xo,hi) 
=[{[ u'dx)^]^ 
Jb{xoM) 
= 帥 Ar. 
Then, together with (5.5) and (5.6), we get 
JBixoM) P 一 "2 JB{XOM) 
i f U^'dx)^ < + u'dx)^. (5.7) 
JB{XOM) “ 一以2 JB{XQM) 
Now if 9 < 0, then (5.7) will become 
少(Xr, " 2 ) > (Es [1 + M(1 + 4 | ) ] ("1 - 1) 
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where E5 =丑5(r’7，A,p，N). 
For ro > 0 in (5.2), define r^ = —X�0，"fc = S[1 + 暑(！广 
We have rjt -00 , At = r^ t — (p _ 1) 4 -00 , ho = y , and < p - 1, 
一 p 3 A p 
H-Xro.ho) > + 
P Q A p 1 p 
> 五 5 - 念 念 S • ( 字 ) 念 巧 ( J ) 念 S 含 例 - r o ’ M 
where Ee =丑6(丑5，^)) = 
Since 
00 ^ , r 
V 丄 
(5.8) 
where E7 = E j i X , � N). 
If 0 < s < To, by Holder inequality, 
= ([ u'dx)s 
JB{XO,2S) 
= ( [ 1-u'dx)^ 
J B ( X Q , 2 6 ) 
f J_ r rn-s 
< ( / / c b 卜 
JB{XO,26) JB{XO,2S) 
=少(ro，2(5)CV^"(卜古)， 
where CN = CN(N). 
Therefore, by (5.3) and (5.8)，we get 
少(s，25) < CVJN(卜吉)例 ro，20 
< (卜念眾 ro,2 力 
< EgS � � ( � o o , d ) , 
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where E^ =丑8(r ,7 ,A,p, TV). 
If ro < 5 < "义;1)，and q > Q, (5.7) becomes 
少(Xr, < {五5 [1 + k l ( l + p ) ] ("1 - "2)一 1 y ^ r , "2)， (5.9) 
then = ri < ro for some ko G N. 
Set fk = rix^, /j = 0,1，..., ko + 1 and ho = ^ > hi > h2 > ... > hko+i = 25 with 
�- ‘ 1 = 
Therefore (5.9) becomes 
1 , P , I, 
少(X'O + Vl A o + l) < {丑5[1 + k l ( l + - � + l) — O r i 少 ( / � � � ) . 
Since |Ao+il < for k = 0 , 1 , 2 , / c q with I f t J = I 尸 fco — P + 1| = _尝 + 1 � 1 , 
we get 
少 ( X如+ V A 。 + 1 ) < + k l ( i + 
< 场 ( I ) 灰 例 X � 1 ， " J 
ko 1 
< 五 10(全r 
where EQ and Eio depend on F, 7, A,p, N and s. 
Since 




Similarly we can deduce 
where En = N, s). 
• 
Proof of Proposit ion 2.4: The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.3, but 
with r]P(x){v{x) - as a test function, then (5.1) will become 
-/3\ f rf{v - Du) — A{x, Dv)] . D{v — u)dx-\-
JB 
p J TF-\v - UY[A{X, DU) — A{x, Dv)] . Drjdx + A J RF{V - - \V\P-H)DX < 0. 
Using mean value theorem and estimates (2.1) and (2.2), if 1 < p < 2 we get 
C2\/3\MP-” rf[v - uf-^\Dv - Du\^dx < pcim" J r)P-\v - uf\D{v — u)\\Dr)\dx 
+ CA / rf{v - uf-^^dx, 
J B 
where C = C(p), and ci,c2 are the constants in (2.1) and (2.2), depending on p,7’r. If 
p > 2 we obtain the same inequality with the roles of m,M interchanged. Then using 
the same technique we can get (2.13). 
• 
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